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2022 MID-YEAR REPORT

FINE WINE MARKET FINISHES FIRST HALF
AS TOP GLOBAL ASSET CLASS
Accelerating inflation, a more aggressive monetary tightening cycle, and continued geo-political risks caused the first half
of the year to be extremely volatile, with most major financial assets experiencing double-digit negative returns. The fine
wine market again proved itself one of the least volatile asset classes. The Acker Fine & Rare Index finished the first half of
2022 down a modest -1.88%. The Acker Liquid 30 finished -3.38%, and the Acker Top 100 finished -4.86%, compared to
most assets experiencing in excess of -20% returns.
The second quarter saw a retracement of the Fine Wine Markets gains in the first quarter but demand remained incredibly
strong. Most importantly, the Fine Wine Market was one of the few assets that maintained most of its 2021 gains where
most other assets gave up almost all 2021 gains or had losses greater than 2021 losses.
The Fine Wine Market had interesting sector and producer variation in performance which we will review in more detail.

I N D E X C O M PA R I S O N 1 Y E A R

I N D E X C O M PA R I S O N Y T D

REGION PERFORMANCE
The top two regions for the first half of the year were Italy and Champagne which both produced positive returns. The
strength of Italy was primarily a function of a stellar Italian auction of great provenance, while the remainder of the Italian
market softened eliminating 50% of Italy’s first quarter gains. California and Bordeaux saw the largest declines, but since
they were 2 of the top three regions in 2021, their negative returns were a small percentage of last year’s gains.

TOP PRODUCERS
There were many producers that experienced healthy gains in the first half of the year. We list the top 20.

V I N TA G E P E R F O R M E R S
The top vintages of the first half of 2022 were led by 1996 Champagne, but dominated by Burgundy.

OUTLOOK

As we saw in the first half of 2022, the Federal Reserve underestimated the macroeconomic environment and began a
more aggressive monetary tightening cycle which will continue into the second half of the year.
We are hopeful that the current monetary strategy of frontloading tightening will be successful and not lead to a significant
economic contraction, but it is very unpredictable, as is the current geo-political environment. The tremendous demand/
supply imbalance in the fine wine market continues to make it an extremely attractive asset.
Climate change will continue to impact the supply side of the market, as the Burgundy region this week once again
experienced torrential rain and hail diminishing supply between 10 and 50% of production of certain vineyards.
Overall, we believe the fine and rare wine market will continue to be a top performing asset in 2022.
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To explore Acker Markets, visit our website or learn
more about the platform via this helpful tutorial.

